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How to Start Sewing
The ultimate sewing bible for beginners,
students and seasoned stitchers wanting to
perfect their skills Whether you want to make
soft furnishings, clothing or just do
alterations this is the book that everyone
interested in sewing needs. Follow step-bysteps and master every technique you’ll ever
need; from machine-stitching a buttonhole and
attaching a collar, to altering patterns and
building a basic sewing kit. Every hand and
machine stitch and technique is clearly shown
and easy to follow, guiding you through every
move. Follow 25 stylish projects, for the
home and to wear, which will enable you to
take your sewing skills to perfection. Plus,
get properly kitted out; close up photographs
of hand and machine tools show you the best
equipment for the job and guarantee you know
exactly how to use it. Tucks, pleats, hems,
darts, edges, pockets, buttonholes, zips –
whatever you want to sew find out how.

School of Sewing
The essential guide for every sewer just got
better! All New Fabric Savvy is updated to
include detailed information on 107 different
fabrics; must-know information on determining
fabric content, working with knits, working
with different types of interfacing, removing
stains, and choosing lining material;
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recommended tools and notions; illustrated
reference sections on seams, details,
closures, and hems; 476 photographs and 110
illustrations. Organized alphabetically, the
107 fabrics include old favorites--like
cotton, wool, knits, and silks--to new
options, some of which you might never have
heard of or sewn with--synthetics; those that
resist water, sun, stains, and wrinkles;
those made from animal hides (and, of course,
their faux cousins); those regenerated from
wood pulp; and many more.

Vogue Sewing
""Reference for sewers with step-by-step
instructions for fitting test garments on the
body, then transferring adjustments to paper
patterns before cutting out and sewing the
final garment"--Provided by publisher"--

SEW the Garment-Making Book of
Knowledge
Packed with computer-aided designs,
information on new types of fabrics, and
specially commissioned photos, this
comprehensive guide maintains its original
appeal, while enticing a whole new generation
of readers.

Makery: Sewing
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A complete guide to more than 300 knitting
stitches, shown in diagrams and photos "Very
super stitchesnothing more to say!" Stevie
Wonder said it all for us. Although we do
have a few more words we’d like to get in
here. Don’t be superstitious, because you can
believe in Super Stitches Knitting, the
complete pocket guide to knitting stitches
and a great how-to-knit guide. Author Karen
Hemingway presents full how-tos for all the
essentials of knitting, including choosing
needles and yarn, casting on, binding off,
increasing and decreasing, creating texture,
working with multiple colors, fixing
mistakes, and finishing. Then Super Stitches
Knitting turns to the stitch patterns—more
than 300 of them, all fully explained in howtos and full-color photos. Instructions and
diagrams for each stitch, including knit and
purl, vertical motifs, ribbing, borders,
dimensional elements, cables, eyelet, lace,
color knitting, and more, are shown on
lefthand pages, and a photograph of the
knitted result is on the right-hand page.
This essential book, packed with super
stitches, makes knocking on wood, throwing
salt, and avoiding black cats completely
unnecessary for knitters at every level from
beginning to advanced.

The Complete Photo Guide to Perfect
Fitting
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A Sewing Course in a Book If you have just
decided that you want to learn how to sew,
this book has been designed for you. Learning
to sew can be simultaneously frustrating and
rewarding, so you want a book that will start
slowly, build your confidence and help you
avoid common problems. Designed as a thorough
sewing course, How To Start Sewing will walk
you through the entire sewing process, from
your first hand sewing stitches to your first
complete garment. You don't even need to have
a sewing machine to start learning. Just like
having a sewing teacher in your own home or
studio, let us show you how to choose and use
your first sewing machine, troubleshoot your
way through common sewing issues and build
your sewing confidence. Go easy on your
budget by buying new equipment and materials
only as you need it, then put your new
supplies and skills to use in hands-on
exercises. Don't let the large size of this
book intimidate you; everything is explained
in straightforward language with practical
examples. No prior experience required. The
Perfect Reference Book For the more
experienced sewer, How To Start Sewing is
designed as the perfect reference book.
Forget trawling multiple books and videos to
decipher sewing instructions, sometimes you
just want a book on your studio shelf that
you know you can trust. Use our Table of
Contents and Index to get right to the
technique that you need. We have focused on
the most versatile techniques and explained
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them step by step with detailed drawings. Use
our troubleshooting guides to master your
sewing machine, improve your stitch quality
and solve recurring construction issues to
raise your sewing skills to the next level.
Practical Sewing Exercises with Patterns to
Match It can be frustrating trying to learn
how to sew a detail when your pattern doesn't
match the instructions. To solve this common
problem we have included a whole library of
small sewing patterns. Trace off the
patterns, cut them out in fabric and follow
the step-by-step exercises to sew seams,
darts, pockets, zippers, vents, and plackets.
This process will help you to create a
reference folder full of your favourite
techniques. Next time you forget how to sew
the lining for an invisible zipper, or how to
adjust the tension on your overlocker, you
will have your reference sample there to
remind you. And next time you want to swap or
modify a detail on a sewing pattern, you will
have the pattern library to use as a handy
reference. Professional Techniques for
Superior Results Whether you are studying
fashion design, have your own label or sew
for yourself at home, we know that you want
to master techniques that are of a
professional standard. We have specially
selected the details that are the most
versatile in womenswear and menswear
collections so that you can mix and match
them endlessly across your own garment
patterns. Or apply the details in this book
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to your favourite commercial sewing pattern.
We will only teach you the details and
methods that are used to create high-end
ready-to-wear garments. With practice, you
will be able to consistently create garments
of a superior quality. Designed for Different
Types of Sewers If you are a perfectionist,
this book will suit your pragmatic desire to
know everything about the how and why of
sewing and will help you build your skills
and knowledge in a specific order. Learn to
analyse garments and diagnose construction
problems like a professional and fine-tune
your techniques. Or if you prefer to make
mistakes first, and then ask questions later
then we are here for you too. Just use our
troubleshooting guides to tell you why you
keep breaking needles and tangling your
thread so you can quickly solve your issues
and plough through your first projects. The
sooner you start making mistakes, the sooner
we can help you fix them.

The Sewing Book
SINGER: The Complete Photo Guide to Sewing,
3rd Edition,is the one reference every sewer
needs. Its 312 pages and 1,200 photographs
cover every aspect of fashion and dcor
sewing. Choose the right tools and notions,
use conventional machines and sergers,
perfect your fashion sewing and tailoring,
and produce lovely home dcor projects. StepPage 7/28
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by-step instructions for basic projects like
pillows, tablecloths, and window treatments
are included. Both beginning and highly
skilled sewers will turn to this book again
and again. The third edition of this ultimate
guide is updated with new photography and the
latest innovations in sewing products and
techniques. Learn how to: - Get the most out
of your sewing machine. - Take proper
measurements (of people as well as of windows
and tables). - Read and understand commercial
sewing patterns. - Alter store-bought
patterns for a perfect fit. - Achieve
thoroughly professional results.

Not Your Grandma's Sewing Guide (Clean
as Heck)
The ultimate sewing guide for all skill
levels, from basic seamstress to the aspiring
Vivienne Westwood. Detailed photographs cover
every sewing technique from sewing a basic
hem to creating a couture look-alike.
Inspiring step-by-step guide for any sewing
enthusiast who wants to create, alter and
repair his or her clothes in style.

Sample Workbook to Accompany
Professional Sewing Techniques for
Designers
An inspirational collection of one-of-a-kind
sewing projects from The Makery. Makery:
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Sewing is the latest craft book from Kate
Smith, owner of the thriving Makery sewing
café workshops. Now she's been busy with her
needle and sewing machine to bring you a
collection of 30 sewing projects spanning
highly original fashion, gift and home ideas.
Create and wear tailor-made fashion items
such as the beautiful Smocked Purse and
Skinny Bow Belt. Alternatively, give loved
ones a gift with a truly personal touch, such
as the Man's Wash Bag or easy Lipstick-Holder
Keyring. Or add originality to your home with
creative accessories destined to become
household favorites like a Padded Oven Mitt,
gorgeous Table Place Mat or a colorful
Doorstop. Makery: Sewing is suitable for
beginners and is very user-friendly with
clear instructions, time guidelines and handy
tips as well as required tools lists to guide
you through the techniques with ease. The
book includes stunning full-page photography
and pull-out patterns and templates, plus
there's a chapter dedicated to stitches to
ensure that you sew your way to success.

Sewing for Beginners
A how-to manual for sewing beginners covers
how to choose and use equipment and
materials, laying out fabrics and patterns,
and tricks and advice for cutting and sewing.

Simply the Best Sewing Book
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A comprehensive guide to sewing techniques
and equipment covers construction methods,
tailoring and couture techniques, information
about natural and man-made fabrics, pattern
tips, and a fashion glossary

The Complete Book of Sewing
Creating your own clothes? Sewing soft
furnishings? Making alterations? The bestselling The Sewing Book, now in a new
edition, has sold more than 375,000 copies
worldwide and shows you how to sew absolutely
everything. Up-to-date techniques for seams,
hems, linings, fasteners, darts, pleats,
pockets, necklines, collars, sleeves, and
much more. How to choose and use today's
sewing equipment, fabrics, and paper
patterns. 10 new projects for stylish
homeware and clothing. Packed full of step-bystep photographs and easy-to-follow
instructions, The Sewing Book guides you
through every hand stitch, machine stitch,
and technique you'll ever need.

Sew Me! Sewing Basics
A comprehensive sewing reference you'll refer
to again and again for reliable, practical
advice. Whether you're a dressmaker, fashion
student or simply enjoy sewing for yourself
and the people you love, this is a sewing
book as helpful as your own personal teacher.
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S.E.W.
Provides general instructions for fitting,
constructing, tailoring, and finishing
women's, men's, and children's clothing and
for making curtains and bedcoverings.

The New Complete Guide to Sewing
Experienced sewing instructor and blogger
Barbara Emodi shares her sewing wisdom to
help readers get started, get started back
up, or hone their existing garment-sewing
skills. Not a sewing reference book as much
as a book of experience, this book offers
Barbara's thoughts, tips, and tricks on the
benefits of sewing, the importance of fit,
basic techniques, available tools, patterns,
and materials, and so much more.

Sew Your Own Wardrobe

Simplicity's Simply the Best Sewing
Book
Tailor-make your wardrobe with this one-stop
dressmaking guide. Discover everything you
need to know to design, create, and customize
your clothes. Learn how to read patterns,
choose the right fabrics for any project, and
try your hand at a range of machine-sewing
techniques, before putting these skills to
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use on more than 30 adjustable patterns. With
step-by-step guides and patterns to make
classic dresses, skirts, tops, pants, and
jackets, alongside ideas for refreshing and
reinventing your old clothes, Sew Your Own
Wardrobe has everything you need to ditch
fast fashion and create stunning clothes to
suit your style.

The Complete Book of Sewing
If you’ve ever made your own clothes, you
know how empowering it can be. That awesome
skirt in a fabric you adore. The blouse that
fits perfectly. The one-of-a-kind dress you
just knew would look cuter with a few extra
details at the neck and hem. All made by you.
Creating fashionable, custom-fitted clothing
is often much easier than you think, and in
their first book, BurdaStyle—the largest
community of aspiring fashion designers and
style-savvy sewers—will show you how. Packed
with easy-to-follow tutorials, five adaptable
sewing patterns for a skirt, blouse, dress,
coat, and bag, and fifteen step-by-step
sewing projects, this book gives you the
basic building blocks to begin sewing and the
tools you need to move beyond the basics to
designing and customizing your own wardrobe.
If you’ve never threaded a needle before,
you’ll find essential information on setting
up a studio, using your sewing machine and
other tools, working with patterns, and
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getting the perfect fit. For experienced
sewers, the book offer tips and tricks for
mastering techniques, as well as tons of
design inspiration from seventy-eight
BurdaStyle members from all over the world.
With its unique blend of fashion, creativity,
and expert know-how, The BurdaStyle Sewing
Handbook is the ultimate guide to sewing with
style.

Super Stitches Knitting
Tailor-make your wardrobe with this essential
dressmaking e-guide. Discover everything you
need to know to design, create, and customize
your clothes. Guiding you through every stage
of clothes-making in a clear, easy-tounderstand way, The Dressmaking Book contains
everything you need to make timeless wardrobe
staples that can be easily adapted to suit
your style. Choose the perfect fabrics for
any project, try your hand at a range of
machine-sewing techniques, and put your newfound knowledge to use with 13 downloadable
patterns that can be adapted to create more
than 30 stylish garments. With step-by-step
guides and patterns to make classic dresses,
skirts, tops, trousers, and jackets,
alongside ideas for refreshing and
reinventing your old clothes, The Dressmaking
Book has everything you need to ditch fast
fashion and create stunning, original clothes
to suit your style.
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Savor Each Stitch
This comprehensive book breaks down all of
the terms, tools, and skills necessary to
become an expert seamstress. More than 500
color images inspire while a detailed visual
glossary outlines fabric types, sewing
notions, and finishing stitches. Crafters
will learn how to master the machine, hand
stitch, and work with patterns in no time!
Best of all, the book includes instructions
for 20 gorgeous projects—pillows, totes,
aprons, and more. Accessible and visually
stunning, Sewing Made Simple is the ultimate
resource that sewers—beginners and experts
alike—will want on their bookshelf for years
to come.

Reader's Digest Complete Guide to
Sewing
Brimming with over 300 botanical motifs, this
wonderful resource will provide inspiration
and instructions for embroidery artists and
flower ladies everywhere. This collection
features designs including flowers, ferns,
succulents, leaves, bees and garden scenes.
The books includes basic embroidery
instruction for stitches and transferring
designs onto fabric. Original designs and
clear instructions make this book a must have
for any embroidery enthusiast's library.
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My First Sewing Book
Ages 5 years & over. Winky Cherry introduces
sewing to young seamsters -- from simple
stitches and doll making to understanding and
using a sewing machine -- in this series.
Guides feature clever rhymes and simple
instructions, which teach sewing skills, as
well as responsibility, commitment, focus,
patience, co-ordination, and organisation.
Levels progress through hand sewing,
embroidery, doll making, machine sewing,
patchwork, and quilting. This kit introduces
kids to sewing basics such as threading a
needle, making knots, using pins, using dots,
overstitching, and lock stitching. Step-bystep instructions guide children through
stitching and stuffing felt animals.
Including a book, two sets of bird shapes
precut from quality felt, three yards each of
four colours of crochet thread, and an
additional 43 patterns, this kit is also a
companion to Yes, I Can Sew!

The Sewing Book New Edition
Crafty activists will love this snarky book
with its 40 irreverent, feminist-themed crossstitch patterns. Whether you want to proudly
announce that you're a nasty woman or remind
others that a woman's place is in the
revolution, you'll find edgy slogans, sharp
one-liners, and cheeky images that make
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fabulous wall art or gifts. An illustrated
basics section provides beginners with
information on materials, tools, techniques,
and framing your finished pieces.

Sew Many Dresses, Sew Little Time
Make, mend, and customize your own wardrobe
with this highly photographic beginner's
guide to machine sewing. Discover how to read
a pattern, use a sewing machine, and sew
basic stitches, seams, and hems. Explore how
to put those skills to use to create,
personalize, upcycle, and repurpose clothes
and soft furnishings. Fully illustrated and
easy to use, Sew Step by Step covers all the
essential skills and techniques for
successful machine sewing.

Singer: The Complete Photo Guide to
Sewing, 3rd Edition

Feminist Cross-Stitch
Did you ever think you could have fun reading
a book about learning how to sew? Diana
Hansen's Sewing for Beginners is not only a
book of step-by-step explanations and
pictures teaching you how to repair and care
for your clothes without a sewing machine,
but you'll also find it full of
"mommishness," witty candor, and down-home
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practicality. Who says learning has to be
dull?

Dressmaking
An invaluable resource, Dressmaking will
guide you through all the stages of making,
altering, and customizing clothes. Starting
with the Tools and Materials, you will learn
what you need to buy and how to use it. The
Fabrics chapter demonstrates the drape and
weave of fabrics and explains the best uses
of each. The Patterns chapter covers
everything from understanding a pattern to
altering one. In General Techniques, close-up
photography and guiding annotation to explain
key techniques step by step. A section on
Basic Patterns and Variations then guides you
through creating six garments. Patterns and
detailed step-by-step instructions are
provided for a skirt, dress, shirt, tee,
jacket, and pair of trousers. Instructions
are also given for possible variations of
each garment. Finally, chapters on
Alterations and repairs and Customizing offer
practical tips for repairing worn items and
inspiration for modernizing tired pieces.
Packed with essential advice and inspiration,
this is the dressmaking bible that no budding
seamstress should be without.

Sewing Made Simple
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Keep it simple and do it well. The Merchant &
Mills Sewing Book contains fifteen step-bystep projects aimed at guiding you gently but
firmly through the basics of sewing. Each
project you make from this book will be
stylish, but above all, useful. Part I of the
book presents a fundamental overview on the
art of sewing, the tools and materials you
will need and homegrown tips on essential
good practice. In Part II, seasoned
dressmaker Carolyn Denham leads you step by
step through fifteen achievable projects,
each building on the skills gained as you
progress through the book. First, equip your
sewing room with practical items you never
knew you needed, such as a Tailor's Ham,
Sleeve Roll and an Ironing Board Cover
(essential items for good pressing practice),
a Hussif (the ever ready portable sewing kit)
and a Maker's Apron (utilitarian chic for
good workers). Then go on to use your new
sewing skills to make cushions, throws and
bags before progressing on to garments with
the Tailored Shawl and Fisherman's Top, using
the paper patterns provided in the back of
the book. Make them all and you will be a
very capable dressmaker with a raft of
functional, beautiful, handmade goods.

McCall's Sewing Book
First published twenty years ago, this
bestselling home sewing volume is known as
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the essential reference for all home sewers.
Mindful of the fact that today's sewers want
to be sure that they have access to the very
latest developments, all material has been
fully revised and updated. New sewing
techniques and time-saving ideas have been
introduced, product information has been
updated and the projects reflect current
fashion trends with even more children's
clothing ideas included. This is the book for
today’s sewers – the most comprehensive
source for sewing information for both new
and experienced sewers. Word count: 60,000

The Oysterville Sewing Circle
Learn the how, where, when, and 'What the
heck?!' of sewing basic garments. This is not
sewing like grandma used to do. Grab a bottle
of wine and get ready to cut corners and
(softly) curse your way through this
beginner's guide to stitchery. You'll find
the basics of using a sewing machine, insight
into patterns and pattern-making, and all of
the easiest odds and ends to include in your
own garment creations. This guide provides
concise, step-by-step instructions to help
you conquer your creativity without the Xanax
and crying in the corner. Time-saving tips
and where to cut corners make this a great
guide for people with a wide range of fracks
to give.A few topics covered include: - Tools
to get your bum in gear - Basic stitches,
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seams, and hems - Tips on purchasing fabric The lazy man's road to zippers, buttons,
pleats, pockets, and darts - Patterns and
instructions for all basic garments (tops,
shorts, dresses, etc)Pop the cork and let's
go.

How to Speak Fluent Sewing
Provides instructions for creating eight
different projects that can be changed by
using the design principles of line,
contrast, color, scale, emphasis, texture,
and volume.

Sewing For Dummies
Tanya Whelan believes that dressmaking is
easier than most people realize but that most
sewing books are more complicated than they
need to be. With her "choose-your-ownadventure" approach to sewing, Tanya offers
an invaluable collection of patterns that
empowers sewers to become designers. The
trick is a set of patterns for 6 skirts and 8
bodices that line up perfectly at the waist,
plus an additional 4 sleeve styles and 4
necklines. Tanya Whelan gives readers clear
instructions and easy-to-follow step-by-step
diagrams that allow them to use the enclosed
pattern pieces to create up to 219 fitted
dresses, including simple strapless designs,
sheaths, and halter gowns. The book covers
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basic dress construction and altering
techniques for women of all shapes and sizes.

The BurdaStyle Sewing Handbook
This companion workbook consists of project
instructions and card stock worksheets in a
3-hole binder for convenient storage. Using
these resources, students can store sewn
sample garment details and record design
information for design projects. The
instructions for each project list the
supplies and tasks needed to prepare the
samples, plus clear cross references to
sewing techniques in the textbook,
Professional Sewing Techniques for Designers,
2nd Edition, and the supplementary halfscales patterns available to complete
projects. Sample and Sewing worksheets are
made of card stock for durable sample
mounting and include space to attach sample
and label sewing techniques, fabric type,
fiber content, lining type, interfacing type,
stitching order, stitch length, and notes on
where to use the stitching technique on a
garment and stitching mistakes. As students
use the workbook to practice the sewing
techniques, it becomes an ongoing resource
and part of the design student's fashion
library.

Merchant & Mills Sewing Book
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Sew Step by Step
"Stitched together with love, this is a story
just waiting for your favorite reading chair.
With her signature style and skill, Susan
Wiggs delivers an intricate patchwork of old
wounds and new beginnings, romance and the
healing power of friendship, wrapped in a
lovely little community that's hiding a few
secrets of its own." -- Lisa Wingate, New
York Times Bestselling author of Before We
Were Yours The #1 New York Times bestselling
author brings us her most ambitious and
provocative work yet--a searing and timely
novel that explores the most volatile issue
of our time--domestic violence. At the break
of dawn, Caroline Shelby rolls into
Oysterville, Washington, a tiny hamlet at the
edge of the raging Pacific. She's come home.
Home to a place she thought she'd left
forever, home of her heart and memories, but
not her future. Ten years ago, Caroline
launched a career in the glamorous fashion
world of Manhattan. But her success in New
York imploded on a wave of scandal and
tragedy, forcing her to flee to the only safe
place she knows. And in the backseat of
Caroline's car are two children who were
orphaned in a single chilling moment--fiveyear-old Addie and six-year-old Flick. She's
now their legal guardian--a role she's not
sure she's ready for. But the Oysterville she
left behind has changed. Her siblings have
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their own complicated lives and her aging
parents are hoping to pass on their thriving
seafood restaurant to the next generation.
And there's Will Jensen, a decorated Navy
SEAL who's also returned home after being
wounded overseas. Will and Caroline were
forever friends as children, with the promise
of something more . . . until he fell in love
with Sierra, Caroline's best friend and the
most beautiful girl in town. With her
modeling jobs drying up, Sierra, too, is on
the cusp of reinventing herself. Caroline
returns to her favorite place: the sewing
shop owned by Mrs. Lindy Bloom, the woman who
inspired her and taught her to sew. There she
discovers that even in an idyllic beach town,
there are women living with the deepest of
secrets. Thus begins the Oysterville Sewing
Circle--where women can join forces to
support each other through the troubles they
keep hidden. Yet just as Caroline regains her
creativity and fighting spirit, and the
children begin to heal from their loss, an
unexpected challenge tests her courage and
her heart. This time, though, Caroline is not
going to run away. She's going to stand and
fight for everything--and everyone--she
loves.

Do-It-Yourself Stitch People
Are you baffled by sewing terminology,
different tools and materials, or patterns in
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general? Well-known apparel designer and
sewing expert Christine Haynes answers all
your questions in the authoritative guide to
over 300 sewing terms. This easy-to-use
sewing primer isn t sorted alphabetically but
by categories that make sense. How can you
tell the difference between a weave and a
grain? What s a muslin and why should you use
it? Christine s advice covers the "what" and
the "why" of everything from buttonhole
thread to flat felled seams. The fully
illustrated guide explains each term with
words and visuals for reader-friendly
understanding."

All New Fabric Savvy
School of Sewing allows you to follow in the
footsteps of a group of beginners who shared
one goal--to learn to use their sewing
machines. This book is an engaging, detailed
lesson plan designed to guide you along that
same journey, whether you are learning alone
or as a group. It begins with easy-to-follow
instructions for how to use a sewing machine
and advice on buying fabric and tools and
then progresses through 12 projects--one
three-hour lesson a month, perfect for
friends to learn together.

The Dressmaker's Companion
This is the perfect book for anyone who wants
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to learn how to sew, or just needs a quick
refresher course. Friendly and easy-to-follow
directions will have you sewing with
confidence, making repairs, and creating new
garments from scratch. From cutting patterns
and sewing seams to binding edges, gathering
fabric and installing zippers, each new skill
is accompanied by a quick practice exercise
to try, allowing you to learn as you sew.
Fifteen simple and straightforward projects
are provided for sewing fun accessories from
plushies and pincushions to placemats, hand
towels, hats and more.

The Dressmaking Book
The most complete guide to sewing basics
People are always looking for ways to cut
expenses and be creative and stylish at the
same time. Learning to sew is a great way to
arm yourself with the skills to repair and
create clothing and furnishings for yourself
and your family for little to no cost. But
learning how to sew and how to choose the
tools and supplies to begin sewing can be
confusing. Now, you can turn to this handson, friendly guide for the most up-to-date
information, the best techniques, and fun
projects for learning (or brushing up on) the
art of sewing. Easy-to-follow instructions
and step-by-step illustrations make it easier
to learn Fresh new patterns, projects,
stitches, and techniques for fashion and the
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home Budget-conscious tips for breathing new
life into existing garments Complete with a
section on common sewing mistakes and how to
avoid them, Sewing For Dummies, 3rd edition
gives you the confidence and know-how to sew
like a pro.
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